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Does the poet want to sway the reader's opinion, as Louise Bogan does in "Evening in the Sanitarium"? Say
why. For example, does the poem relate to imagism, confessional verse, the Beat movement, the Harlem
Renaissance, the Civil Rights era, the American Indian renaissance, or feminism? Slavish adherence to meter
produces doggerel. The coarse boot nestled on the lug, the shaft Against the inside knee was levered firmly.
Repetition is often used to convey the emotional state of the persona. Similarly, you cannot understand what a
poet is doing with rhythm unless you hear it or speak it. Language of the Poem Does the poet stress certain
sounds, such as pleasant sounds euphony or harsh letter combinations cacophony , as demonstrated by Wendy
Rose's title "Academic Squaw"? Excerpts and links may be used, provided that full and clear credit is given to
Matrix Education and www. Share your work with your parents, peers, and teachers! Does the poet emphasize
the theme by means of onomatopoeia, personification, or controlling images? Knowing a large variety of
forms will help you recognise the form a poet is using. Two balanced stanzas, one describing a spider, the
other the speaker's soul, perfectly frame the implicit comparison, with neither being privileged over the other.
Repetition is used to signify important emotions or ideas. Metaphor : Metaphors are similar techniques to
similes, but instead of something being like something else, they are something else. Do: Try to discuss the
meaning you find in rhythm. I heard a fly buzz when I died; The stillness round my form Was like the stillness
in the air Between the heaves of storm. What is it? Imagery There are three main images in this poem - the
poet with his pen, the father and grandfather both with spades. Does it do something else? Jazz June. It could
also stem from the use of vivid language. There are powerful combinations of words that place the meaning
firmly in the mind - 'spade sinks into gravelly ground' Example of blank verse - The day is like wide water,
without sound Stilled for the passing of her dreaming feet Wallace Stevens, from Sunday Morning. They talk
to each other, and see through the differences--until they both fade away in the decay of the ground and cease
to matter. He can hear his father digging in the garden. Questions to think about What purpose does the
epigraph serve? For instance a full stop halfway through a line forces you to pause. Schools often teach you
that there is a right or wrong way to read a poem. My grandfather could cut more turf in a day Than any other
man on Toner's bog. He was railing against the prevalent enthusiasm for pastoral poetry above all other forms
as becomes apparent in subsequent verses. Inspire a friend. For example: "Another" tells of a buried child;
"The Destruction of Sennacherib" tells of the annihilation of an Assyrian army by divine intervention; "The
Silken Tent" compares a woman to a tent. Or is it representing the relationship between people? Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Or maybe the poem is about death. For example, if
you read a poem that has graves, tombs, and headstones in it, you can argue it has motifs of death. What effect
does this have? The opening spondees, which throw the iambic line out of pattern, gives the Duke's words a
certain virulent energy: he's spitting the words out. Moving from the present to the past and back again
Seamus Heaney accepts that the spade is not for him; his digging will be with the pen, his role as poet
established. Does the poet's life suggest any special point of view, such as a political affiliation, religious sect,
career interest, musical talent, family or personal problems, travel, or handicap â€” for example, H.


